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To：Qianying Yin，Jing Xue，Mandy Duan，XU JINGCAN，Fang Bao，Jing Zeng，lijuan wang，

HONG-YU WEI，Lu Qiang，HE XINTING，SHEN WEI，Shao Yajie，Huangrenqing，tingxi xu，

CHEN QING，jidong lu，AO SHEN，Cheng Sun，Ruitao Zhang，Hu Zhihui，Yuqing Zhao，

Ningning Zhang，Jia Liu，WEI JIN，Lixin Yu，Cheng Huang，zoushiwen，lilejing，sunyuping，

kong qingqin，ZHU JINGJING，yi chen zhang，ZHANG JINGJING，Zhang Guoji，Jingyu Zhao，

Zhou JianJun，Yanwei Wei，Wenling li，qiuyong liu，Long yan，Dongxiaoyan，Qiong zhang，

LIJUANJUAN，Hongyi Zhuo，Jin Gong，Yang qiangwei，Yuhan Zhang，Ling Wang，Yue pan，

JIN TAO，Ooi Hwee Leng，XIAOYING MAO，SHENG XIAOLEI，Li Hou，TAO QINGHAO，

songyue，YUAN YAO，Peng Jing，LIZHENYU，zhen li，ZHIHONG CHEN，WANG WENBIN， 

From：SCOM 

 

Event Description： 

The poster hyperlink：      https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/kTVtnMicLeWdSBAhMesbZA                      

Event Name：  The 11th China Supply Chain and Operations Managers Network Annual Conference                    

Venue：   online     ；Event No.       11        ；Date & Time:   Dec. 10, 2022;8:30-17:00      

Event Hours:           8.5h               ；Professional Development Points：        7             

 

Event Introduction  

This annual conference invites senior supply chain managers from home and abroad to share 

their experiences in various industries and fields to help "transcend turbulence, restart yourself 

and embrace your dreams". 
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Instructor Introduction 

Chad Smith 

He is an international supply chain management thinker in DDMRP, DDOM, DDS&OP. 

Prior to joining the Demand Driven Institute DDI, he was the managing partner of the Constraint 

Management Group (CMG) for 18 years. He is also a certified expert in all disciplines of Theory 

of Constraints. 

Liang Chen 

He is a senior expert of Blue Yonder, one of the world's top supply chain software companies, 

with more than 20 years of experience in supply chain projects in retail and manufacturing 

industries, mainly in project solution consulting and implementation delivery. He is familiar with 

supply chain business management and solution implementation in consumer electronics, FMCG 

manufacturing, retail and logistics industries. 

Jiequn Guo 

He is the director of the CTL Ningbo Center at MIT; the director of the Ningbo (China) Institute 

for Supply Chain Innovation; a researcher at the Center for Transportation and Logistics at MIT; a 

researcher at the Center for Monetary Policy and Financial Stability at Tsinghua University; and a 

director and advisor to several companies. 

Nancy Ding 

She is a partner of OliverWight, a world-renowned thought leader in supply chain planning, and 

has served DuPont for over 20 years. She specializes in training, coaching, designing and 

implementing S&OP, demand management, inventory management and supply management 

processes to help companies improve their strategic execution and supply chain performance. 

Jin Gong 

He is an expert in Lean Supply Chain practice, specializing in end-to-end supply chain diagnosis 

and improvement, lean and flexible rapid supply chain improvement, end-to-end inventory 

improvement, supply chain strategy pull-through, demand management, supply chain 

integration plan implementation improvement, etc. 

Chen Wu 

He led the team that created the first Chinese digital publication of The Economist in its 170-

year history in 2015. Mr. Wu has covered a wide range of topics, including macroeconomic 

developments, global development megatrends, and best practices in corporate management 

innovation. 

Xiaoxi Li 
He has been engaged in digital supply chain consulting and training implementation for many 

years, and has been responsible for digital supply chain strategy, project implementation and 
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system design in two Gartner Supply Chain Global Top 25 companies. He has researched in 

many areas of digital supply chain, including supply chain planning, supply chain planning, 

production scheduling, engineering supply chain management, DFC cost engineering, etc. 

Sophia Xiao 

She is the Asia Pacific Supply Chain Manager for a global new energy lithium battery industry 

giant. She has about 15 years of cross-country and regional logistics and supply chain 

experience in the chemical industry, and has extensive experience in international trade, 

maritime markets, and supply chain structure optimization within the Asia Pacific region. 

Jenny Zhang 

She is the Director of Automotive Systems Supply Chain for Asia Pacific, a global Fortune 500 

automotive manufacturer. She graduated from the University of Hong Kong with an MBA, has 

received CPIM and CSCP certifications and is a certified instructor, and has 15 years of 

experience in the supply chain field in German companies. 

Joe Yuan 

He is a supply chain consultant, an APICS authorized instructor, with nearly 20 years of 

experience in the supply chain field in global Fortune 500 companies and many years of 

overseas study and training experience. He is currently a member of the Expert Group of the 

Multinational Procurement Center and a senior management consultant for many companies. 

He has helped more than 300 companies to complete diagnostic assessment and improvement 

plan development. He was the procurement manager of Alfa Laval, the category management 

leader of stainless steel in China, and the category manager of Atlas Copco in China. He is also 

one of the Chinese translators of the ASCM Enterprise Certification for Sustainability Standards. 

Charlie Liu 

He has more than ten years of experience as a global partner in the top five international 

executive search firms. He is currently the CEO and founder of China Search. Charlie will be 

involved in the overall strategy and business development of CGL Group, and will also lead the 

STS team to build a high-end Chinese executive search brand that fully follows the search 

process and service quality system of the top 5 international executive search firms. headhunting 

brand. 

 

Employer/Presenter’s signature：                              


